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The ·origin of the constituent parts of the text of Pa t a ii j a I i's 
Yoga-sutras is a hitherto unsolved problem, although several serious 
attempts have been made to analyze it and differentiate the texts belong
ing to various Yoga schools. In the Yoga-siitras they have been arranged 
to form a compact book, although not a compact system. In Ot t o  
St r a u s s' apt characteristic, 1) the Yoga-siitras reader is aware at the 
first glance that the doctrines which have combined it are guided by the 
same tendencies, yet in detail they go their own respective ways. S t r a u s s 
thought that any attempt at separating the individual aspects was a 
hopeless proposition, maybe for ever. This prediction was not justified, 
though the conditions necessary for a solution, as they are given by 
S t r a u s s, are by no means complete. 

Pa u I D e u s s e n, who was the first to make such an attem,pt, was 
guided2) by an analogy with the Upanishads, each of which develops a 
fundamental idea in the doctrine of the Atman in its own particular mam.
ner. And having explained the differences between the individual Upa
nishads by several Vedic schools having existed side by side, each of which 
had had its own text, D e u s s e n proceeded to apply the same hypothesis, 
appropriately -on the whole, to the various schools of Yoga, whose writings 
came to be collected in the Yoga-siitras. Li e b i g3) dismissed D e u s
s e n's hypothesis of t.he origin of the Yoga-siitras in a general manner, 
on next to no grounds, but due to later investigations, D e u s  s e n's hy
pothesis, although at the time still lacking substantiation, came to life 
again. H. Ja c o b  i4) followed a very ·painstaking, yet successful road to 
determine the pre-Pa t a ii j a Ii Yoga. J. W. H a u e r  undertook5) then 
to classify anew the underlying texts of the Yoga-siitras on both material 
and grammatical evidence. At the same time he tried to prove that the 
yoganga texto) was the oldest one in the Yoga-sutras, whose author 
according to him was Pa t a ii j a 1 i the grammarian. H a u e r  thought 
that the other texts had been composed later, in the first centuries A. D. 
They tried to imitate the style of the early text and even to insert material 
interpolations, as befitted the aggressive Buddhism. 

Hitherto all attempts, however, have yielded little more than the 
outline of the real picture, to serve us in further investigation; and 
Ha u e r's achievement in differentiating some of the writings is the only 
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exception. In the course of the differentiation new problems to be gone 
into, new contradictions to  be reconciled, are being struck, and by reason 
of that more thorough, new studies are needed, that St r a u s s' pre
diction of the hopelessness of the task may not come true. 

It would not be reasonable to suppose that the commentaries should 
give us full support in our attempts at a classification, because of their 
tendency .to unify and synthetize the Yogist philosophy. Yet it is this 
very tendency from which we �re able to draw many a useful piece of 
argumentatiO'Il. It is precisely this unifying effort that can be used in 
a convincing manner to detern1ine the methodical principle of a dialectical 
nature, bringing about a change in quality upon an accumulation of 
quantity, following which the new quality reaffirms itself.7) In the 
course of my deductions I became aware of the existence of some problems, 
of which I proceed now to submit a solution concerning the isvaraprati,i
dhana text.s) It is based upon an analysis of cittavik$epas, or distractions 
of the citta (mind). 

Ha u e r9) placed the isvaraprarJ,idhana text (I. 23 sqq.) among the 
younger writings, although he never ventured to decide for its relative 
youth or antiquity as compared with the nirodha text.10) De u s  s e n's 
difficulties with this text were greater, because he saw that cittavik$epas 
were listed in I.· 29-31 without any observable attempt at a rational 
arrangement of the individual terms.11) 

It is, however, this very lack of order in the grouping of the terms 
that invites com·parison with the carefully worked-out text of the yogiin
gas,12) for only by relating and comparing the individual Yoga schools, 
so far as they are represented in the Yoga-sutras, shall we be able to 
reach satisfactory conclusions regarding the compositbn of the Yoga
siitras. Incidentally, Ha u e r  and D e u s s e n  assign their text different 
lengths. If we are to believe Ha u e r, 13) isvarapratiidhana commences at 
I. 23 (and ends at I. 51), while D e u s s e n  would have it comprise the 
sutras from I. 17 to I. 51. By equal right, however, we could declare the 
text from I. 30 to I. 51 to be a self-contained whole. This caused St r a u s s  
to speak of insurmountable difficulties. But the breaking-up of the text 
into the original writings can never help us in further deductions. If, 
however, we try it the other way back, and succeed first in ascertaining 
the natures, types and characters of Yogist schools in the Yoga-siitras, 
it should give us the right angle for separating the writings with more 
safety. And this is just where our problem lies. 

One circumstance, connected with the general aspect of this text, 
must be poi·nted out at the very start of our investigatbn. It is this: The 
text, label1ed by J. W. Ha u e r  as isvarapra?J,idhiina, 14) opens up from 
sarrivega (intensity) 15) ·and the prerequisites for the final goal,10) i. e., 
sraddhii, virya, smrti, samadhi, prajnii (belief, energy, mindfulness, con-
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centration, insight). And this very sraddha. etc. Bu d d ha has opposed 

to the Yoga doctrine of A?ara Kiil,ama.17) Since in the isvarapra?J,idhiina 
text also the maitri method, common to both Yoga and Buddhism, is 
inserted, the solution will be rather difficult, but extremely important for 
our knowledge ·of the Yogist movements. In one instance we encounter 
a Yogist school, marked by various elements both negative (such as ni-
1·odha, antariiyas), and positive (sraddhii, maitri), which betrays a trend 
that was under a strong pressure from Buddhismis) and had to supple
ment, or to amend, or better still, to prove that Yoga included all the 
possibilities of attaining the final goal. Such forbearance of all these possi
bilities makes itself really manifest in this text. 

If we are to get anywhere with our text, we must therefore bear in 
mind that it is preceded by a passage on sraddhii, virya etc., further on 
sarµ,vega, on lsvara; another circumstance is the stress which is distinctly 
laid upon volitional elements in connection with cittavik$epas (distractions 
of the mind) and cittaprasiidana (undisturbed calm of the mind). One 
element, sarrivega (intensity), has several stages: mrdu - madhya - adhi
miitra (gentle - moderate - keen). Then there are sraddhii, virya, and 
others, and ultimately lsvara (aisvarya = power, strength). It is interest
ing to note that even in this case Vac a s -pa t il9) linked samiidhi to 
yamas and niyamas20) and to the yogiinga text altogether.21) Such ten
dencies are true for all the commentators in general, and we shall have to 
bear then:i in mind in our further deductions. 

Our text22) is sometimes inscribed as isvaraprarJ,idhiina, and we will 
use this designation throughout. We will begin our analysis with a com
parison of it and its procedure with the yogcinga text.23) The latter shows 
marks of elaborateness and methodical self-containedness, and this well
ordered systematism endowed it with such importance that the commen
tators began to use it as the hub a·nd starting-point in judging, interpolat
ing and supplementing writings for other Yogist schools that became 
included in Pa t an j a I i's Yoga-siitras. In these texts, tJo, appears the 
methodical principle, characterized by dialectical opposition, change of 
quality as a result of an accumulation of quantity, with subsequent re
affirmation of the new quality.24) The Yoga aim is to bring about the 
reversal from the undiscriminated knowledge, which is a sign of im
purity,25) towards the other pJle, marked by the expressions: vivekalchyati, 
prajna, nirbija samiidhi, kaivalya. 

The Yoga goal and methodical principle being in the writings the 
same, the latter are in agreement thus far; yet individual Yogist schools, 
represented here by their respective text!:;, show a different manner of 
approach to this road from asuddhi to kaivalya. Both the starting--points 
and the stages of procedures may vary. With yogci1igas we will start frJm 
vitarkas, with kriyiiyoga from klesas, with nirodha from vrttis, with isva-
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rap'l"at1,idhiina from antarayas. The yoganga text builds its methodical 
progress in eight members, rising gradually from yamas up to samadki, 
while other texts choose other means and practices. As the texts reveal 
certain peculiarities in their methodical patterns, there is no other way 
but to credit them to independent Yogist schools that emphasized the 
importance of this or that experience according to the natures, practices, 
and successes of their respective founders or teachers. 

Cittavik�epas and vm�epasahabhuvas. 

The starting�point of our analysis of the isvarapratz,idhana texti) shall 
be cittavi�epas ( distractions of the citta, mind) and vik�epasahabhuvas 
(accompaniments of distractions) .2) Pa u l  D e u s s e n3) mentioned them 
by name only.4) He held the whole text as "weniger abgeklart" and be
longing to those older than that of yogangas,5) and if we look for some 
proof of this assertion we do not find any other than that the antarayas,6) 
i. e., cittavik§epas, are listed with::>ut any plan in the sequence of the 
terms.7) H. Ja c o b  iS) surmises that Pa t an j a l  i did not hesitate to 
borrow from Buddhism a doctrine that fitted his own system.9) Finally, 
J. W. H a u  e r,10) basing on Ja c o b i  and Lankavatara-siitras (on sa
miipatti), infers, that the first book of the Yoga-siitras originates in the 
first centuries of our era, though he does not offer any opinion on whether 
also the isvarapra?J,idhiina text is older or younger than the rest of the 
first book. J a c o b i's opinion as to the borrowing of the text from 
Buddhism H a u  e r  puts right in that sense, that more probably some 
common tradition is involved. 

The difficulty of which we spoke at the beginning is made evident 
by the mere fact that from the same elements so contradictory conclusions 
could have been formed; but we can venture upon the determination of 
the time of the formation of these texts only after clearing up the issues 
arising from the differentiation of the texts. It is a set of problems of 
vital importance, namely, whether the expressions in I. 30 are lacking 
order, what is the relationship of the methods for removing cittavila;epas, 
what type is precisely of the Yoga school in question, etc. 

The distractions of the mind are listed by P a t a n j a 1 i in I. 30 and 
31, thus: 

I. 30: vyadhi-styiina-Sa1J7,Saya-pramiida-alasya-avirati-bhriintidarsana
alabdhabhumikatva-anavasthitatviini cittavik§epas te antariiyiil), = sickness, 
languor, doubt, heedlessness, listlessness, worldliness, erroneous perception, 
failure to attain any stage ( of concentration), and instability in the state 
(when attained) - these distractions of the citta are the obstacles. 

I. 31: dul),kha-daurmanasya-aiigamejayatva-sviisa-prasvasa vilC$epasa- · 
habhuva}:L = pain, desp.mdency, unsteadiness of the body, inspiration and 
expiration are the accompaniments of the distractions. 
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From the fourteen given terms only three occur in P a  t a  ii j a l i's 
subsequent sutras. svasa and prasvasa belong to prci�ycima,11) duJ:ikha 
occurs in a few places only.1 2) It is evident that the support P a t  a n  j a I i  
might lend for an explanation i s  next to negligible, whereas the comment
ators, with their zeal for synthesis are sure to yield the ·proper guide-line; 
more support will be found in Buddhism and Jainism, provided that the 
assumption of the existence of a common tradition of these three move
ments be correct. 

S. L i n d  q u i s  tt3) pairs the mentioned terms to the Buddhist nivar
a�s in the f ollowi•ng way: avirati - kiimacchanda; styiina and cilasya -
thina1niddha; pramada and bhriintidarsana ( eventually also alabdhabhii
mikatva and anavasthitatva) - uddhaccakukkucca; sar,isaya - vicikicchci. 
Instances of such analogies, though, can be found quite often even in the 
commentators of the Yoga-sutras. 

By way of example, let us make a comparison of the above list with 
the Jainist Yoga in H e m  a c a n  d r a,14) Avirati stands there (in IV. 
77, 83) already for "continued sinning against the five great vratas", and 
pramada is to be found in several places (I. 19, III. 80, IV. 77, 83) ,  also 
opposed : pramiida - aprarniida (prudence - imprudence), just as against 
avirati stood savadyayogahcina (perseverance in the forbidden - aloofness 
from despicable actions) .  Here W i n d i s c h  aptly recallst5) that in the 
Sarvadarsanasa111graha avirati means lack of control of the senses, hence 
something contrary to pratyiihcira. In II. 11 H e m  a c a n  d r a gives vici
kitsii and mithyadr?tiprasarrz,sanarri tat sa7J1,Stavasca (doubt, respect to 
wrong doctrines and familiarity with them) ,  which would correspond to 
sar,isaya and bhrcintidarsana of P a t a  ii j a 1 i. Comparatively greater agree
ment in both terms and meanings wi11 be found in Hathayogapradipika, 
such as for vyadhi in many places,1 0) sa,risaya in I. 51, IV. 42, cilasya in 
II. 55, vik$epa in IV. 32 ; sin1ilarly 'lJepana III. 29 = angamejayatva, vi?aya
tyaga IV. 9 = avirati, laulya I. 15 (= unsteadiness) , svcisa, II. 17, 25, 
IV. 31 etc. 

Such agreements and similitudes alone should suffice to induce us  to 
analyze antariiyas in relation to yogangas in more detail, and use the 
resulting new knowledge to solve the riddle of P a t  a n  j a 1 i's Yoga
sutras. 

Cittavik?epas amd vik?epasahabhuvast 7) as opposed to cittaprasii..da
na1B) and possibly also to adhyatma prasadarn) are in P a t  a n  j a 1 i's 
Yoga-sutras quite distinct o•pposites. The commentators, however, pre
f erred to pair against one another V1:k$epas and samiidhi, because the text, 
upon enumerating the antariiyas and the methods for their removal as 
well as for the attainment of cittaprasadana, proceeds immediately to 
analyzing samlidhi, including sabifa samadhi with four degtees of sa·ma
patti, and nirbija samiidhi. This is the reason why V y a s  a20) denotes 
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vikr;epas as yogapratipak?iis, samiidhipratipak?iis, B h o  j a as ekagratavi
rodhi ( opposed to · ekiigrata), to I. 4 7 . as samiidhyantarayas; to II. 4 he 
connects them with the klesas (i. e. avidya etc.) , for they cause distractions 
of the mind, cittavik?epas. Then further down, in III. 3, B h o j a correlates 
vik?epas with samiidhi: samyak adhiyata ekagri kriyate vik?epiin parihrtya 
yatra man:a}:i sa samiidhiJ:i = Samadhi means literally that state ( of know
ledge), in which the mind, having avoided the distractions, ,is well fixed on, 
or confined to, one object only. 

There is nothing striking in such c-onnection of cittavik?epas and sa
habhuvas, because their links with the isvarapra1J,idhana method21) show 
unmistakably that the direct progress towards samadhi was involved. The 
commentators are quite explicit about it.f2) 

From the way the commentators deal with the group of antarayas23) 
it is nothing more than individual articles arranged horizontally, whilst 
turning to yogungas we behold ia vertical structure into which they evolve. 
From such observati0'11s P. D e u s s e n  was quite entitled to conclude24) 
that antarayas were grouped "ohne ersichtliche Anordnung der Begriffe". 
There is nothing easier than to conclude on the strength of it that in 
Yoga - in addition to and apart from the systematic eight-limb Yoga -
there existed a trend. that aimed directly at samadhi. The commentators 
mixed this movement with isvarapra?J,idhana. Yet to pass such a judgment 
or its contrary it will only be possible when we have seen more closely 
how the cittavik?epas and vik!Jepasahabhuvas tally with the members in 
the yogdnga text. Incidentally, we should be able to say that likewise in 
the kriyuyoga text,25) into which the isvarapra1J,idhiina method is also 
mingled, a direct method may be involved, because once avidya is removed, 
kaivalya2G) comes about. An -attempt to overcome these difficulties, he>w
ever, must be postponed for another occasion. 

Cittavik?epas and sahabhuvas are expressed mostly in a negative f.orm. 
S. R a d  h a  k r i s  h n a n27) points out ,quite with right that they admit 
the close connection of body and mind. The physical body is emphasized 
particularly in the vik?epasahabhuvas, such as duh,kha, angamejayatva, 
svasa, prasvasa, and v.yiidhi. Though physical health is not an aim of 
human life, it is still one of its essential conditions. The body is the instru
ment for the expression of spiritual life. This admonition is of great 
consequence, although R a d  h a  k r i s  h n a n  immediately proceeds to 
the eightfold method, i. e. to yogangas, to the removal of obstacles and 
hi·ndrances. Having separated the signs relating to the body from those 
relating to the mind, he thereby fixed the guide-line for vertical build-up. 
It is ,possible and quite conceivable that cittavilc?epas and vik?epasahabhu- . 
vas are in certain relationship to the members of yogangas ·and that this 
relationship should reflect itself also in the methods referred to in sub� 
sequent siitras. 
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This hypothesis is quite legitimate; the .signs we can find at the first 
glance are congruent, even though expressed in a negative form. Our 
analysis should better start with the signs in vik?epasahabhuvas, it being 
easier from that side. Thus, sviisa,..prasviisa2B) corresponds to the ,same 
term29 in prii1yiiyama. V a c a  s p a t  i M i s r a  then in his commentary30) 
points out that §vasa (inbreathing) is opposed to proper breathing, since 
svasa is performed without volitional action (anicchata) ,  and therefore is 
samiidhyangarecaka virodhi. Likewise prasvasa (outbreathing) is sama
dhyangapuraka virodhi. The both signs are therefore opposed to prarµi
yama. 

Angamejayatva (trembling, unsteadiness of the body) is usually con
nected by the commentators legitimately with asana. Thus B h o  j a says 
that it impedes steadiness either in prescribed postures or in mind.SI) 
Further, B h o  j a and V y a s  a argue that iisana removes just this 
trembling of the body.32) 

Daurmanasya (distress, despondency, evil disposition) is an opposite 
of saumanasya,33) which is a result of the practice of §auca in niyamas. 

Dul},kha (grief, pain) is to be found as a sign of vitarkas34) with 
yarnas and niyamas ; its opposite is a sign to be found with asana35) and 
with sa1?1,tO?a,3G) 

In respect to the sequence in I. 31 and following the comparison with 
yogangas we obtain the following scale :  dul},kha belongs into the first ( or 
also second, third) limb of yogangas; daurmanasya into the second consti
tuent, niyamas; angamejayatva into the third, asana; svasa-pra§vasa into 
the fourth, prii:,µiyama. The horizontal pattern of vik?epasahabhuvas in 
its negative form follows the pattern of the yoganga vertical from the 
first to the fDurth limb. Such comparison justifies vik?epasahabhuvas as 
a logical and practical progression. 

More difficulties emerge if we compare antarayas and yogangas, be
.cause outwardly no features common to both are seen. In a few instances, 
however, we shall be able to establish, with the aid of the commentaries, 
a distinct relationship with yoga11gas. 

So by defining vik$epasahabhuvas and finding them places in the 
eight-limb pattern of yog.a11gas· we have obtained a criterion so far as the 
bodv-to-mind relationship is concerned. V i  j n a n  a B h i k 9 u�7) �,Iits 
yogcingas into two groups : the first one is that comprising yama till pra
tyfihiira and consisting in the co!1trol of the body, breath and the senses 
while the other, including the further three limbs starting by dhiira?Jii 
co·nsists in the control of the mind. The first five tend only to the purit1-
cation of the body, the breath and the senses, whereas the last three 
tend to the purification of the mind.38) 

In a way, the discrimination into cittavilC?epas and vilc._c;epasahabhuvas 
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may be accounted for as a positive response to the yoganga division, which 
we find in all the commentaries. 

There can be no dispute that of the sahabhuvas to the body and the 
breath belong : angamejayatva, sviisa and prasvasa. With du'IJ,kha and 
daurmanasya, the commentators establish causes both physical and spi
ritual. The next sign, belonging to the fifth limb r>ratyahara, is already 
among the cittavik§epas. It is avirati (addiction to objects of the senses, 
absence of non-attachment, worldliness).  V y a s  a and B h o  j a3o) define 
avirati in agreement with each other: Aviratiscittasya vi§ayasa1J1,prayoga
tma gardha'IJ, = Worldliness is greed of the mind and its essence lies in 
an addiction to objects of the senses. The term vi?ayasa1J1,prayoga is an 
opposite to P a t  a n  j a 1 i's sign belonging to pratyiihara as vi?aya-asa1J1,
prayoga.40 ) Thus avirati is a negative designation of pratyahara. 

Upon avirati shauld logically follow the next limb of yogiingas, dha
ra�ia. Yet bhrantidarsana, which is the expression after avirati, is a hard 
nut to crack even for our commentators. Both V y a s  a and B h o  j a 
interpret it as viparyayafnana (the thinking of misconceptions). Accord
ing to I. 8 viparyaya is: mithyajnanam atadrupa-prati?tham ( an erroneous 
idea not based on that form) , which V y a s  a links with klesas and parti
cularly with avidyfi.4t )  Accarding to V y a s  a, upon the dwindling of this 
follows the manifestation of focused thinking, samyagfnana.42) V y a s  a 
employs also the expression samyagdarsana,43 ) focused insight, which is 
used to remove avidya. In this conception of V y a s a again there is 
marked effort to join the isolated members in a unity. What interests 
us in this conception most is that V y a s a was aware of bhrantidarsana 
being an opposite to samyagdarsana, and thanks to that he was able to 
associate it to the last three limbs in the yoglinga pattern. 

It duly follows that the next limb is a consequence of bhriintidarsana. 
Alabdhabhumikatva (failure to attain any stage, according to the comment
ators) means not attaining any stage of cancentration (samiidhi) , and the 
last limb, anavMthitatva, is instability in the state when attained. It is 
interesting to mark how the commentators define this last limb. Thus 
V y a s  a :44) labdhiiylirJ?, bhumau cittasya-aprati?tha; B h o j a :  labdhiiya
mapi samildhibhumau cittMya-aprati$tha. Aprati?tha, however, is the 
opposite of prati§tha, a word by which P a t  a ii j a I i45) expresses the 
reaffirmation of the qualities acquired as a result of practice (siddhis).  
Hence this term involves a negative characteristic of the last phase of the 
quantitative effort, as a result of which one quality passes into a new, 
desired quality. The placing of this item at the end of the list is then 
quite justified. 

The other items (vyiidhi till alasya) are developed particularly in the 
Hathayoga, as we have already pointed out. But the problem to be solved 
is not merely what conclusions as to the rationality in the arrangement 
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of their members the juxtapositions of cittavik:jepas and vik:jepasahabhu
vas alongside the appropriate yogangas enable us to form, but principally 

what is the general class and character of these members. Up to now we 
have established that cittavik:jepas and vik:jepasahabhuvas are enumerated 

in a horizontal row and characterized negatively, whereas the yoganga 
row is vertical and positive. 

Since the subsequent text4G) adduces also the exercises for their 
removal, it may be assumed that these exercises, too, will reveal the same 
3igns as those in the yogiingas. 

The Methods for the Removal of cittavik�epas. 

When examining the methods, their lack of any systematic disposition 

is what strikes us in the first place. It can be supposed that they were 

brough't .together or added successively without any plan. They are intro
duced by the requirements for attaining asarrivrajnata samadhi:1) sraddhii 

- virya - s1nrti - samadhi - prajnii (belief - energy - mindfulness, 
concentration - insight) .  Thereupon follows the isvarapratddhiina method 
with its results.2) Then there is the ekatattva-abhyasa method, striving for 
the same goal.3) Further down seven more methods, aiming at the attain
ment of citta-prasfidana (unwavering calm of the mind), are indicated. 

The isvarapra?Jidhiina method, which we will discuss lower down, is 
included in the yogangas. Another method4) belongs to pru?Jiiyuma: prac
chardana vidhiira't},abhyiim vii vr<itiasya = or (he gains stability) by ex
pulsion and retention of breath. V y a s  as) in his commentary cites also 
I. 34, for not only the methods, but their results, too, are parallel :A. e., 
the attainment of the stability of the mind. B h o  j as) distinctly identifies 
both : yatra yatra dharyate tatra tatra sthirarri bhavati na vik?eparri bha
jate = vVherever it (i. e., manas) is directed to, there it remains fixed, and 
does not suffer from distractions: 

The dialectical structure of the basic method for citta-prasiidana1) 
promptly reminds us of the dialectic of pratipak?abhavana.s) This is also 
the reason why all the commentators interpret it in the same manner. Irr 
contradistinction, of course, to the negative bhiiva.na in the yogfinga in 
question, the cittaprasadana method involves a positive bhavana. On 
a comparison of the two methods we find that they are endowed with 
identical features : d ialectical opposition, quantitative increase, resulting in 
a change of quality. 

P a t  a n  j a 1 i himself formulates this method as follows: mai:tri-ka

ru1:1,<i-mudita-upek?ci�iarri sulcha-du7J,kha-pu1J,ya-apu7Y.ya-vi?aya�uini bhiivana
tas cittaprasadanam = By the cultivation of friendliness towards happiness, 
and compassion towards pai11, and joy towards merit, and indifference 
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towards demerit (the yogin should attain) the undisturbed calm of the 
mind. 

B h o  j a opposes maitri (benevolence) to iir?ya (envy) , krva (tender
ness) to tatasthya (disregard) , mudita (joy) to dve?a (aversion) , upek?al 
audasinya (indifference/listlessness) to anumiidana/dve?a (sympathy /aver
sion).  Later he explicitly opposes dvefaragiidipratipak?abhutamaitryiidi, 
for riigadve?iiveva mukhyatayii VilC?epamutpadayata'l;i = covetousness and 
aversion are the very chief raisers of distractions. Thus B h o j a connects 
the text of I. 33 with kriyayoga9) and yogiingas.10) 

V a c a  s p a t  i opposes : maitri/sauhilrda (friendliness/cordiality) to 
iir?ya (envy) , karu?J,ii (compassion) to pariipakiiracikir?ii (desire to injure 
others), muditii/har?a (joy /gladness) to asuya (jealousy), upek?ii/m,adhy
asthya (indifference/neutrality) to amarsa (wrath).  

The dialectical manner of procedure (with a bhavana both positive 
and negative) , however, brings about results that are identical. With 
yamas, it was the reversal from hirp,sa to ahirp,sa, etc., that was effected ; 
with maitri it is one to cittaprasadana. The change of quality through 
quantity is distinctly perceived also by the commentators. V y a s  au) 
says : evamasya bhavayata"f:i suklo dharma upajiiyate = When he thus 
cultivates (i. e., friendliness, etc. ) ,  the white quality ( of karma) comes 
into being. W o o d  s12) cites conformable places in II. 13 and IV. 7. V a
c a s p a t i in his commentary then observes : tatascasya rajasatamasadhar
manivrttau sattvika"f:i suklo dharrna upajayate = And then, after the 
qualities made of rajas and of tamas have ceased, the white quality made 
of sattva comes into being. At this occasion V a  c ·a s p  a t  iI3) again con
nects I. 33 with kriyayoga II. 1 and with yogiingas. Actually he goes 
farthest of the commentators and postulates the progress in the yogangas 
as dependent on the cultivation of friendliness: And when undisturbedly 
calm, through means which are to be .stated, it becomes single-in-intent 
and gains the stable state. But if there be no :cultivation ·Of friendliness 
and the rest, these means are not adequate for stability. 

Another effect brought about by the use of identical ·methods is the 
reaffirmation of quality into perfection, as we can seeI4) in the passage 
dealing with the attainment of vasikara (mastery).  

Yet an entirely new set of problems bound with the isvarapra?J,idhfina 
text comes to light during the enumeration and discussion of so many 
methods, placed as equivalent side by side. It relates in the first place 
to the isvarapra?J,idhilna method itself I 5 )  in its relationship to the eka
tattva-abhyilsa method,16 ) and maybe also to methods referred to further 
down. 

The isvarapra?J,idhana text is supposed to be a self-contained writing 
of O'Ile Yoga movement. The questions that remain still unsolved are : 
where does this text actually start at, what was the manner in which the 
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Buddhist sraddhii etc., maitri etc., became part of the text, what is the 
true function of the isvaraprar;,idhana method in the text, and a host of 
other problems that must be touched upon later. 

P a u 1 D e u s s e n17) allots to the text the sutras I. 17-51, while 
J. W. H a u  e r1S) only those beginning with I. 23 till I. 51. Both of them 
claim to have included the whole pertaining to the Yoga school in question. 
\\i'hile D e u s  s e n  took samadhi as his criterion, H a u e r  on the other 
hand to the same end used lsvara. Neither ·of them ventured to give some 
explanation why the nirodha text and the isvarapra?J,idhana text hang 
together so closely precisely through abhyiisa I. 32 and nirodha I. 51, the 
terms that are so vital in the nirodha text. Would it mean that -one and 
the same Yoga school in two den-0minations should be here involved - one 
with and one without lsvara - and should this second nirodha movement 
represent a reform of the first under ,the pressure of subsequent Buddh
ism, to ward -0ff the dangers concealed in the nihilistic psycho-technique 
of the nirodha text?t9) Shall we put up with the assurance of J a c o b  iZO) 

that P a t  a n  j a 1 i and his school unhesitatingly absorbed everything in 
Buddhism and Jainism that could answer their purpose - an idea that 
even H a  'u e r21) is loath to accept and .prefers to assume a common 
tradition? 

The solution of this set of problems involves a good many detailed 
investigations, .particularly of typological nature, from which only we can 
draw conclusions. Our purpose will be best answered by examining two 
analogous methods for the removal of antarayas, ref erred to by P a  t a
n j a 1 i22) consecutively ·one after the other. The isvarapra?J,idhana method 
determi-nes the manner of practice and the results (I. 28) : tajjapas tadar
thabhavanani = repetition of it (i. e., 07J7,) and reflection upon its me_an
ing (should be made) . By dint of this, twofold results are obtained (I. 29) : 
tatal,i pratyakcetanadhigamo 'pyantarayabhiivasca = thereafter con1es the 
knowledge of thinking in an inverse way and the absence of obstacles. 
V y a s  a.24) identifies pratyakcetana with svarilpe 'avasthiinmn = (the 
Self) abides in himself (the abiding in the form of soul) .  This state is 
then identical with lcaival?Ja (isolation) . With yog{i1igas this result corres
ponds to samiidhi-siddhi25) - the .perfection of concentration. V a c a
s p a t  i recalls here that the isvaraprat1,1'.dhiina method progresses straight 
to samiidhi, so that it is unnecessary to practise the preceding seven limbs 
of Yoga. This assertion may be borne out also by the isvarapra?J,idhfina text 
I. 23 sqq. and by kriyayoga II. 1 sqq,, since here, too, a method speeding 
directly towards saniildhi II. 2 is cited : sa1nadhi-bhiivana artha?i klesata
nilkara?J,a arthasca = it is for the purpose of establishing meditation and 
of attenuating afflictions. 

Leaving aside the problems connected with lsvara and the confused 
insertion in the Yoga-sutr-a texts we see that the text of I. 23 till 29 (and 
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maybe till I. 31) discusses completely one whole Yoga school including 

1 svara, and the importance of the latter is underlined by the circumstance 
that he was included both in kriyiiyoga and the yogangas and that Yoga 
itself was denoted by the name of sesvarasfi1J1,khya. 

This theory is confirmed also by the inclusion of another method 
serving to remove cittavik§epas and vik§epasahabhuvas. P a t a :ii j a 1 i im
mediately up�m the isvaraprarJidhiina method2G) cites the ekatattva-abhy
asa method :27) tatprati?edha-artham ekatattva-abhyasah = to check them 
(let there be) practice upon a single entity. From the hesitant and diverg
ing explanations offered by the commentators we can conclude that it 
puzzled them how to connect it with the preceding text, the more so be
cause P a t  a n  j a 1 i himself proceeds to discuss seven other methods, of 
which that of maitri etc. either became very popular precisely thanks to 
Buddhism or was included in Yoga directly on a Buddhist impulse. The 
value of all these methods, including that of isvarapratiidhfina, is deter
mined by the last one, given in I. 39 : yathii abhimata dhyfiniid 'Vii = or 
by contemplation upon any such object as is desired. Va (or) , which 
occurs, incidentally, with all the methods,28) marks also their equivalence, 
yet in a less striking way. The last method, however, levels them out and 
brings all the other methods to the same niveau. 

Now while it seems merely probable that the maitri method29) should 
have been included in Yoga on an impulse from or under the pressure of 
Buddhism, it is certain that it was assigned rather a secondary place in 
P a t  a n  j a 1 i's Yoga-sutras. As yet there is not a straight answer to 
the question if this inclusion was a direct re.action O'Il the words of 
B u d d  h a,3o) by which he criticized the results of the Yogist exercises 
of his teachers X 1 a r a K a  1 a m a and U d a k a R a m a p u t t a  and 
opposed to them sraddhii - virya - smrti - samiidhi - prafnii, which 
are the presuppositions P a t  a n  j a 1 i mentions for nirodha (I. 20) . The 
direct dependence on Buddhism, assumed by J a c o b i, however, seems 
less plausible than H a u  e r's reference to common sources from which 
Buddhism, Yoga and Jainism should have drawn. 

Nevertheless, this is a point which is also outside the scope of the 
present discussion, because we endeavour primarily to determine more 
closely the type of the Yogist school extant in the isvaraprar:iidhana text, 
and to solve the problem why particularly in this text so diverging schools 
became combined. Unfortunately the only light than can guide us in this 
task can emanate from the bewilderment of the commentators. 

V y a s  a31) links the ekatattva-abhyfisa method with I. 12, although 
P a t  a n  j a I i  himself mentions O'Illy abhyiisa (practice) and not vairag'ya 
(-passionlessness) .  Thereby V y a s  a brings this method into the nirodha 
text. Afterwards he throws in an extensive discourse to overthrow the 

- Buddhist theory of k§a'Y),ika (momentary citta) ,  and argues that conse-
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quently the citta is one, has many objects and is stable (tasmiid ekam ane
karthmn avasthitam ea cittam) .  V a  c a s p a t i likewise supplements P a
t a n  j a 1 i by the following correction : yadyapi isvarapra'J'},idhaniid ity 
abhyasamatra1n uktarri tathapi vairagyam iha tatsakaritaya grahyam = 

Although the words beginning "By devotion to Jsvara" (I .  23) refer to 
practice only, still in this case passionlessness must be deemed to be a co
operator with this (practice). Finally B h o  j a simply declares that here 
is another method for the checking of the obstacles ( upiiyantaramaha) .  

So one problem - why here was only abhyasa (practice) - was 
already discovered by the commentators. Yet opinions are also at variance 
in the explanations offered for the term ekatattva. E. g., V a c a  s p a t  i 
thinks fit to link the method in question also in this direction with isva
rapra.1'},idhana, identifying ekatattva with !svara because he is the subject
matter of the discussion.32 )  B h o  j a allows any single entity.33) Even 
such a qualification is significant for our understanding of the epoch in 
which the commentators were living. V y a s  a wrote his polemics in 
a period when Buddhism stood in the foreground, V a c a  s p a t  i :M: i s  r a 

in defending Yoga stood amidst an intense religious effort. Therefore 
it is symptomatic that V a c a  s p a t  i M: i s  r a extols lsvara, while 
B h o  j a does not pause to pass a judgment on methods in which the 
pressure of Buddhism was strongly felt, and links the ekatattva method 
with that of dhy<ina.34) V y  .a s a, as we have seen, has placed it with the 
nirodha method. This non-uniformity of opinion in the interpretations is 
a clear proof that in P a t  a n  j a 1 i two methods, though identical in their 
goal, a1·e inserted consecutively. That again may be an evidence of P a
t a n  j a 1 i having combined two texts, ·one of these being that of the 
isvaraprary,idhana method,35) and their mutual links being cittavik.�epas 
and viktJepasahabhuvas. 

Even the rounding off of this method by the attainment of a siddhi3G) 
is a proof of its completeness. In the same way as isvaraprary,idhiina is 
terminated37) by attaining pratyakcetanii, which is its phala (result) ,  so 
the discourse on ekatattva abhyasa is finished by attaining vasikara (mas
tery) , which is its phala. The word phala (fruit, result) is explicitly used 
by both B h o  j a and V a  e a  s p a t  i 1\1: i s  r a. It is identical with the 
meaning -of the term siddhi (perfection) ,  used by the commentators to 
describe the perfections attained through yogfingas. 

If we can solve the question why in the ekatattva method P a t  a
n j a 1 i availed himself of the term abhyasa only, it will solve also another, 
why several methods came to be unified in one text, for they must possess 
some other common denominator. 

The typical "voluntaristic" orientation. 

Viewed from the methodical side, the common base for these so dif-
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fering texts - nirodha, isvarapra1J,idhana, ekatattva-abhyasa, maitri, etc. 
- is indisputably dialectic with the change of ,quality as a result of an 
accumulation of quantity. This methodical principle, however, is common 
to the entire Yoga process, it making no difference whether yogangas, 
kriyayoga, o·:r isvarapra'l'},idhana are involved.1 )  In unifying their different 
underlying texts, the commentators retained this common methodical base. 
A point of dispute remains, whether P a t a n  j a 1 i failed to create a 
unified synthesis out of the different available texts, as claimed by 
S t r a u s s,2) or whether P a t a n  j a 1 i took over suitable methods from 
Buddhism and Jainism, as claimed by J a c o b  i.3) 

This is a question that involves a further investigation of the types 
of the individual texts of the Yoga-sutras: · J. W. H a u  e r,4) who con
sidered the structure and nature of some of them, paid attention only to 
the outward aspect of the texts, and besides separating them from one 
another as self-contained trains of reasoning he did nothing to account 
for their inherent contradictions or for the contradictions between indi
vidual texts. 

It is a remarkable thing e. g. with isvaraprar:iidhana that all the texts 
when speaking about it carry the expression bhfivana. Thus in the isvara
prar:iidhana text in I. 28 : tajjapas tad-artha-bhavanam, in the kriyciyoga 
text in II. 2 :  samiidhibhlivanii-arthal:,, in the yoglinga text in II. 33, 34: 
pratipak?abhiivanam. Bhavana manifests identical features with abhyasa. 
On the authority of the commentaries, both signify punal:,punascitte ni
vesanam, or quantitative increase, in other words a gradation of intensity, 
which happens to fit P a t  a n  j a I i's definition of abhyasa in I. 13 and 14. 
In the isvaraprar:iidhiina text (I. 23 sq.q.) bhavana appears yet in the 
maitri method in I. 33, and abhyfisa in the ekatattva method in I. 32. 

The one conclusion that can be drawn from these conspicuous facts 
is that the isvaraprar:iidhiina method is consistently characterized by the 
expression bhcivana. Moreover, that in the ekatattva method,5) immediately 
before, the term abhyasa is used, although the methods in their implica
tions are identical. This difference suggests another text, varied from the 
isvaraprar:iidhiina text. The differences are ve1·y plainly reflected in the 
embarrassed interpretations of the commentators, for we do not find the 
other term - vairagya (passionlessness) .  The nirodha text refers to 
abhyasa and vairtigya, on which nirodha (restriction of the fluctuations 
of the mind) depends.6) This made the commentators V y a s  a, V a c a
s p a t  i and B h o  j a mention vairagya in their comments as an integrant 
part to abhyasa, for thereby they wanted to harmonize this text with the 
nirodha text. 

To form an opinion on the nature of the text, however, it is especially 
important to note the following considerations of the commentators. 
V y a s  a :7) tatrabhyasasya vi?ayam upasarriharann idam aha = of these 
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(i. e., of abhyiisa and vaira,gya), in summing up, he describes the object, 
to. which the practice (applies) .  To this let us recall V a c a  s p a t  i's 
already cited words: yadyapi 'isvllraprariidhanad ity abhyasamatra1n ukta'T]'l, 
tathapi vairagyam iha tatsakaritaya grahyam, according to whose opinion 
the words beginning "isvaraprariidhiinadva . . .  " (I. 23) refer to practice 
only. V i  j n a n  a B h i  k � us) before the enumeration points out six 
methods (I. 33-I. 39, parikarmas) : idanim abhyasasyantarangani sadha
na1n parikarm.iidikam ucyate = Now are described the means essential to 
exercise, such as the purificatory action (parikarnia) ,  and the like. 

It appears that according to the commentators the only and principal 
feature of the isvarapra1J,idhana texto) should be abhyasa (exercise). Let 
us recall that the isvarapra1J,idhiin.a text is preceded by a few sutras on 
sarrz,vega (intensity),lO) which has three stages (1nrdu - madhya - adhi
matra) .  Abhyasa, whose feature is yatna (effort) , is a manifestation of 
volition.11)  V a c a  s p a t  i M i s r a  adds an interesting and symptomatic 
remark that the means for attaining the sthiti are the yogangas. 

From the -abDvesaid a further conclusion may be deduced, viz., that 
the methods prescribed by the isvarapra?J,idhana text12) were all volitional. 
From this again follows that features of volitional character should become 
manifest not only in the cittavik$epas and sahabhuvas but also in  the 
methods prescribed and in the results attained. If the validity of this 
premise could be confirmed by an examination of those elements, then all 
the textual difficulties could be removed. 

One very appropriate quotation from B h o  j a can be adduced13) to 
characterize cittavik?epas and sahabhuvas: Antarayii valC?yama�i& te?cim 
abhavah saktipratibandho bhavati = The obstacles will be mentioned, the 
absenc� of the latter means the expulsion of their power. Herein B h 'o j a 
gave full justice to the voluntaristic nature of the antarayas. The voluntar
istic features of these obstacles stand out very clearly when subject to 
an examination. The commentators, too, were aware of their voluntaristic 
orientation, and quite explicit about it. Thus for styana: styiina11ialcarma-

1JYata cittasya = languor is a lack of activity ·of the citta (V y a s  a, B h o
j a) ; for prmniida they stressed audasinya (listlessness ; B h o j a) and 
abhavana (i .  e., an opposite to puria�, punar nivesana� as in V y a s  a) ; 
for iilasya it was apravrtti (V y a s  a) and pravrttyabhiiva (want of ex
ertion ; B h o  j a) ; for avirati it was gardha (greediness ; V y a s  a and 
B h o  j a) -and tr?ri,a (V a c a  s p a t  i ) .  Sa1J7,Saya (doubt) implies irresolu
tion, not merely ratiocination (B h o j a) ; V y a s  a and V a c a  s p a t  i 
have for it a very appropriate expression : sparsa (touching, groping, 
feeling one's way) . With others the emphasis on their volitional aspect 
is :quite obvious. Thus we get a new assessment of the antarayas and 
a logical justification for their places, naturally not from a noetical but 
from the voluntaristic standpoint. 
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The same voluntaristic conception comes to light also in the cited methods. 
With the method of prati?edhal4) B h o j a uses the phrase: yadba
lat (by force of which) ; with the dhyana method15) there is the volitional 
expressbn abhimata (wished), and for dhyana itself is given the feature 
ekatanatii (focusedness) ,1 0) interpreted in V y  a s  a by the term pra
vaha (stream) , in V .a c a s p  a t  i by sa7J1,tati (uninterrupted continuance 
or succession) .  With the pra1Ja-method17) there is pracchardana-prayatna
vise?advamana (throwing up by a special kind of effort) .  B h o  j ais)  cites 
the visoka-method for removing §oka (sorr0w) by virtue of the exercise 
(abhyasabaliit). In the niaitri-methodu:>) a positive bluivana is involved. 
After all, the parikarma methods as a whole belong to abhyasa, as men
tioned before. 

The voluntaristic nature comes to the foreground also in the results 
achieved ·on using the methods referred to. For the phala (fruit) of sthairya 
(firmness) it is stated :20) parama1Juparamahattviinto 'sya vasikaraJ:i -
His mastery extends from the smallest atom to the greatest magnitude. 
V y a s  a here aptly remarks that the attainment of this mastery needs 
not again the purificatiO'Il perfected by practice, for the mastery is forti
fied (na punarabhyiisakrta1J1, parikarmJipek?ata iti) . And it is not without 
interest to see that the yoganga-text, too, knows only a volitional quality 
to represent the siddhi (perfection) of maitri etc. :21) maitrytidi$U baliini -
(as a result of sarriyama) following friendliness and the rest (there arise) 
powers. The voluntaristic aspect of this phrase is confirmed by V y a s a 
who says : tato baliinyavandhyavirya?Ji jiiyante - from it  arise powers of 
unfailing energy. In the same spirit explains then V a c a  s p a t  i :  viryarn 
prayatna?i. Tena maitryadibalavataJ:,, pu'f(l,Sa/:i sukhitadi.�u pare?arri karta
vye$U prayatno vandhyo na bhavatiti - Energy is exertion. Through its 
agency a man who has the powers of friendliness, etc., towards persons 
in happiness, etc., becomes unfailing in his exertion when things are to 
be done for others. 

It remains to be -ascertained whether in the isvarapranidhana me
thod,22) too, the voluntaristic principle is being applied, since in no other 
way is it possible to solve the problem why precisely this method was 
inserted in its entirety on this particular place of the Yoga-sutra text. 

But the very term pra?Jidhana is in itself voluntaristic, meaning great 
effort, energy, hence intense orientation towards lsvara.23) According to 
V y a s  a it is achieved through abhidhyiina (longing, wish) .  The method 
is taj-japas tad-artha-bhavanam - once more a volitional effort. The 
voluntaristic nature of the phrase nircitisayarri sarvajnabijam ( the germ 
of the omniscient is at its utmost excellency) is again pointed out by 
V y a s a.24) Even the word lsvara means : the powerfull-one, Master ; and 
V y a s  a25

) analyzes precisely this power (aisvarya) , for power, too, is 
marked by an ascensional progression up to omnipotence. Finally praty-
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akcetaniidhigama,2G) denoting the result of the method, according to 
V y a s  a stands for svarupadarsana (the sight of own real self) , which 
is a state like kaivalya (isolation) ,  in which the energy of intellect (citi
sakti) is grounded in its own self.27) 

By right therefore V a c a  s p a t  i2S) emphasized the voluntaristic na
ture of isvaraprar;,idhana, as we have already mentioned. 

C o n c I u s i o n. 

Having laid dJwn the type of the isvaraprar;,idhana text (I. 23 sqq.), 
viz., ascertained its voluntaristic nature, we can summarize the results. 

The starting-point of our investigation were the difficulties of the 
text, in the first place the want of clarity and lack of plan in the dis
position of the antariiyas; secondly, the placing of two identical methods 
for their removal in immediate succession ; then, the use of the abhyasa 
( exercise) methJd alone; then the admission of several methods func
tionally equivalent (vii) alongside each other, and lastly the addition of 
the isvaraprar;,ulhana method. 

It took some pains to solve these difficulties, mainly because we could 
not have direct support of the commentators. The latter obviously endeav
oured to bring into agreement various texts which are included in P a
t a ii j a I i's Yoga-sutras. P a t  a n  j a I i  has not presented Yoga as a uni
fied system, but in his book are collected the writings of several movements 
and schools of Yoga, that P a  t a n  j a 1 i or some final editJr of the Yoga
sutras ranged intentionally according to viewpoints then self-evident. To 
disclose precisely these viewpoints is the primary task of the investigator, 
who wants to penetrate into the entire set of Yoga problems at the· time 
of P a t  a n  j a I i  and particularly prior to it. 

When the type of the distractions of the citta and the methods for 
their removal had been determined as vJluntaristic, alJ difficulties were 
promptly overcome. The thing seemed at first more difficult because of 
their enumeratbn on a horizontal plane, accompanied by the use of un
usual expressions of negative nature. In comparison with the systematical 
and elaborate vertical pattern of yogangas, the Yogist procedure seemed 
now to have suffered a sort of levelling. To D e u s s e n  the cittavik:Jepas 
seemed older because of the lack of marshalling, intention and arrangement. 
As soon as the type of the vik:Jepas has been determined (frmn a volun
taristic, not noetical standpoint) ,  the arrangement takes on cogency and 
under the voluntaristic criterion justifies even the use of negative terms, 
for the opposite of will is lack of will, feebleness, laziness, inconstancy and 
the like. Dialectical looking f;:>r volitional opposites (whose reflexions are 
also the bodily disorders, vyadhi and vik?epasahabhuvas) has led to the 
establishing of not only logical sequence, but also the vertical progress, 
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which was checked up on comparing it with the systematic yogangas. The 
orientation towards the goal and the use of the dialectical principle with 
a change of quality by an increase in quantity and the resulting fortifica
tion of the new quality, are in con1mon. What is special for the particular 
types is the manner of exercise, or the methodical structure. 

From -the typological standpoint, identical volitional features appear 
both in the distractions of the citta and the isvarapratiidhana method, 
prati?edha, parikarma, as well as the attained result vasikiira. Incidentally 
it explains why the isvarapratddhana method was intentionally included 
precisely in this text and why differing methods were enumerated side 
by side, for functionally they are equivalent. Quite logical must then 
appear also the addition of the maitri etc., fraddha etc. methods, because 
these methods, so strongly 1·ecommended by Buddha, on the typological 
side represent actually a supplement, development of Yogist methods, 
cultivated prior to Buddha, as we legitimately may suppose. P a t  a
n j a 1 i's Yoga-sutras reflect in the texts the tolerance of Yoga and the 
readiness to adopt all methods, that had stood a ,proof of having contrib
uted to a greater precision in the progress from asuddhi to kaivalya. 

As matters stand nowadays, it ,v,ould be very troublesome to inves
tigate the state of the primitive Yoga prior to B u d d h a, but the an
tiquity of some schools trickles forth even in P a t  a n  j a 1 i's Yoga-sutras. 

The voluntaristic type of the isvarapratiidhana text accounts also for 
its inclusion in the nirodha text, with which it is linked by the abhyasa
exercise. 

F o o t n o t e s t o  p p. 598-601. 
1) Indische Philosophie, 1925, p. 194. 2 ) Allgerneine Geschichte der Philosophie. 

I.  3, p. 507 sqq. 3) Sitzungsberichte der Heidelberger Akademie der Wiss., Phil.-hist. 
Kl., 1919. 4) Sitzungsber. der Preuss. Akad. der Wiss., Phil.-hist. Kl., 1929: 'Uber 
das ursprlingliche Yoga.System. 5) In :  Studia Indo-Iranica, 1931, ,,Das IV. Buch des 
Yogasiitra", and particularly i n  ,,Der Yoga als Heilweg", 1932. 6) II. 28-III. 55. 
T) Archiv Orientalnf 1951, p. 194 sqq: "The methodical principle in Yoga according to 
Patanjali's Yoga-siitras." S) I.  23 sqq., ") I. c., p. 92. 10) I. c., p. 88. 1 1)  ohne 
ersichtliche Anordnung der Begriffe, 1 .  c., p. 559. 12 ) II.  28 sq(] . 13) as he argues on 
p. 84 f!qq. 14) I.  23-51. 15) I. 23, 22. 10) I.  20. 17) Majjhima Nikaya, 26. 18) See 
also samlipatti. 10) to I. 20. 211) II. 30-32. 21) yogiingasam{tdhiyulcta?'fl, bhavati. 
22 ) I. 17-51. 23) II. 28 sqq. 24) See Note 7. 25) asuddhi, to which equally belong 
klesas, vrttis, antariiyas, vitar/cas. 

T o p p. 601-606. 
1) I .  17-51. 2) I. 30, 31. 3) Allgerneine Geschichte der Philosophie, I .  3, p. 559. 

') Es bleibt nur noch Uhrig, der cittavilc.,epas zu gedenken (1. c., p. 559). 6) Vermutlich 
einer alteren Zeit als sie (that is, die Lehre von den acht Angas) angehorig (1. c., p. 572). 
8) I .  29-31. 7) ohne ersichtliche Anordnung der Begriffe (1. c., p. 559). 8) I .  c., 
p. 606. ll) the doctrine of maitri, sraddhii. 10) Der Yoga als Heilweg, p. 86 sqq, 11 ) II. 
49. 12) II. 5, 15, 16. 34. 13) Die Methoden des Yoga, p. 96. 14) Zeitschrift der deut. 
schen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, vol. XXVIII/1874: Hemacandras Yogasastra, by 
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Ernst Windisch, p. 185 sqq. 15) I. c., J>. 253, footnote. 16) e. g., Nos. 46, 49, 56, 66, 
III. 38, 39, 40, etc. 17) I. 30, 31. 18) I. 33. l9) I. 47. 20) to I. 30. 21 ) I. 29. 22 ) Re• 
ferring distinctly to II. 45: Sarnii<lhi-siddhir isvarapra'J'.l,idhanat = perfection of concen
tration as a result of devotion to lsvara. 23 ) in I. 30, 31. 24) 1. c., p. 559. 25 ) II. 1-27. 
How difficult it is to interpret the kriyayoga text may be seen from the vagueness of 
II. 7-11, II. 21, 23, as ultimately admitted by J. W. Hauer himself - 1. c., p. 95. 
20) II. 25. 27) Indian Philosophy, II., p. 352. 28) in I. 31. 20) in II. 49. 30 ) to I. 31. 
:i1) to I. 31 - asanamanasthairyayorbadhakas. 32 ) to II. 47 - Vyasa: na angan1,ejayo 
bhavati. Bhoja: samadh11antarayabhilta na prabhavantyangamejayatvadaya!J,. 33) in II. 
40. 34 ) in II. 34. 35) in II. 46. 36) in II. 42. 37) Yogasarasarpgraha, 43. 38) l. c., 
p. 50: dehapra'J'.l,endriyasarri,skiira and cittasarri,skara. 39) to I. 30. 40 )  II. 54 41) I. 8, 
II. 3, II. 28. 42) to II. 28. 43) to II. 15. 44) to I. 30. 45) in II. 35-48. 46) in I. 

32 sqq. 

To p p. 60·6-610. 

1) in I. 20. 2) in I. 28 and 29. 3) in I. 32 4) in I. 34. 5) to II. 53. 6) to 
II. 53. 7) I. 33. 8) II. 34. 9) II. 1 .  1°) II. 34. n) to I. 33. 12) The Yoga-system 
of Pataii.jali. 13) to I. 33. 14) in I. 40. 15 ) I .  28, 29. 10) I. 32. 17) Allgemeine 
Geschichte I, 3, p. 513, 572 sqq. 18) Der Yoga als Heilweg, p. 86 sqq. rn) Hauer, 
I .  c., p. 99. 20) I. c., p. 608, 620, 624. 21 ) 1. c., p. 88. 22) in l. 28 and I. 32. 23) in 
I. 28. 29. 24)to I. 3. 215) IT 45. 26) I. 23-29. 27 ) I. 32. 2s) I. 34-39. 29) I. 33. 
30 ) l\fajjhima-Nikaya, 26. 31 ) to I. 32. 32) eka'f!I, tatvam isvaral;z. pral,rtatvad iti. 
33 ) ekasmin lcasmi'f!l,scid abhimate tattve abhyasascetasa{i puna{i punar nivesana'Tlf, 
lcuryat . 34 ) I .  39. 35 ) I. 23-29, or maybe till I. 31. 36) in I .  40. 37) in I. 29. 

T o  p p .  611-615. 
1) See "Methodical Principle . . .  ", Archiv Orientalni, 1951, p, 194 sqq. 2) Indische 

Philosophie, p. 194. 3) 1. c., p.  604, 608. 4) 1. c., p. 86 sqq. G) I. 32. O) I. 12 sqq.: 
Vyasa, Vacaspati and Bhoja. T) to I. 32. S) p. 26. O) I. 23-I. 40. 10) I. 17-1. 22. 
11) icchri, virya, utsaha, I .  12. 12) I. 17-1. 21, maybe till I. 23 qq. 13) to I. 29. 
14) I. 32. 15) I. 39. 16) III. 2. 17 ) I. 34. 18 ) I. 36. 111) I.  33. 20 ) I. 40. 21) III. 24. 
22) I.  23-29. 23 ) See Archiv Orientalni, 1951, p. 194 sqq. 24 ) To I. 25, see also Jacobi 
1. c., p. 617 sqq. 25 ) To I. 25. 20) I. 29. 27 ) I.  3. 2S) To I. 32. 




